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THE BEST SKATEBOARD
SUPERSTAR

The very first time Paul Rodriguez Jr. (rod-
REE-gez JOO nyur) stepped on a skateboard,
he knew his life would never be the same.
Nothing compared to the sensation (sen-SAY-
shun) of flying that he felt as he soared off a
ledge with his skateboard tucked between his
feet.

Paul had one goal in life. He wanted to be
a street skateboard superstar.

But he didn’t want to be just any skateboard
superstar. He wanted to be like his idols, Eric
Koston and Tom Penny. Both had won many
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CHAPTER ONE

Paul’s ability to soar over hedges helped him win a
gold medal at X Games XI at the Staples Center in
Los Angeles in August 2005.
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THE BEST SKATEBOARD SUPERSTAR

awards and medals for skateboarding. To Paul,
they were the best. Paul wanted to be the best,
too.

Each year in August, special sports
competitions called the X Games are held in
Los Angeles, California. The X stands for
extreme, because the sports played involve
risky stunts. Vert skateboarding is one extreme
sport. It involves skateboarding off single
ramps and U-shaped ramps called half pipes.
Street skateboarding is also an extreme sport.
Street skateboarders do tricks on benches,
ledges, and hand rails. They perform fancy
maneuvers (muh-NOO-vurs) like the kickflip.
A kickflip is spinning the skateboard while it is
in the air. Another maneuver is the ollie, where
the skateboarder stomps the back of the
skateboard and slides his or her foot to the
nose while the board soars through the air.

All eyes were on Paul at the X Games on
August 4, 2005. It was his turn to compete in
the Men’s Street Skateboarding Competition.
The year before, Paul had won a gold medal at
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this competition. Now his fans were eager to
see if he could do it again.

The crowd roared as Paul began the last
of his routines. For fifteen minutes he kept
the crowd at the edge of their seats with his
skateboard maneuvers. He did kickflips, he
rode his skateboard down stairs, and he
launched himself from ledges. He sailed
down railings on two skateboard wheels.

Twisting and turning this way and that,
Paul and his skateboard flew over
obstacles as though he had wings.
He was competing against other
skateboard champions, but no
one could match his skill. When
the scores were totaled at the
end of the game, Paul’s score was
the highest. Once again Paul had
won the X Games Men’s Street
Skateboarding Competition.
For the second year in a row,
Paul Rodriguez Jr. was the best
skateboard superstar.
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THE BEST SKATEBOARD SUPERSTAR

For a frontside kickflip, Paul faces the stairs while kicking his skateboard
into a spin. He then lands back on it.
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